Applications in Prescribed Proforma are invited from amongst the Indian Citizen for filling up of purely temporary vacancies given below at Krishi Vigyan Kendras under this Viswavidyalaya. The posts are temporary in nature and will continue as long as the KVK will be funded by ICAR.

1. **Programme Coordinator / Senior Scientist**: One (1) post (Reserved for ST). **Pay Band**: 37,400-67,000/- **RGP**: 9,000/- **E.Q.**: a) For disciplines other than Engineering subject: Doctoral degree in relevant subject including relevant subject including basic sciences with 8 years experience in the relevant subject as Scientist/Lecturer/Extension Specialist or in an equivalent position in the Pay Band III of 15,600-39,100/- with Grade Pay of 5,400/- / Rs.6,000/- / Rs.7,000/- / Rs.8,000/- having made contribution to research/ teaching/ extension education as evidenced by published works/innovations and impact. b) For Engineering Disciplines: Doctoral degree in relevant engineering subject with 6 years experience as Scientist/Lecturer/Extension Specialist or in an equivalent position in the Pay Band III of 15,600-39,100/- with Grade Pay of 5,400/- / Rs.6,000/- / Rs.7,000/- / Rs.8,000/- having made contribution to research/ teaching/ extension education as evidenced by published works/innovations and impact or Master’s Degree in relevant engineering subject with 10 years experience as Scientist/Lecturer/Extension Specialist or in an equivalent position in the Pay Band III of 15,600-39,100/- with Grade Pay of 5,400/- / 6,000/- / 7,000/- / 8,000/- having made contribution to research/ teaching/ extension education as evidenced by published works/innovations and impact. Can speak local language fluently **D.Q.**: Specialisation in implementing extension education programme.

2. **Subject Matter Specialist / T6**: Four (4) posts, One in Agronomy (Unreserved), two posts in Soil Science (One reserved for OBC - A and one Unreserved), One post in Plant Protection (Reserved for SC). **Pay Band**: 15,600-39,100/- **Grade Pay**: 5,400/- **E.Q.**: a) A consistently good academic record with First or High Second class Master’s Degree in relevant field or equivalent qualifications from a recognized University followed by good Bachelor Degree in Agriculture. b) Can speak local language fluently. **D.Q.**: two years experience of working in KVK or with similar field experience with farming community (to be supported by document evidence).

3. **Programme Assistant (Laboratory Technician) / T4**: One (1) post (Reserved for SC). **Pay Band**: 9,300-34,800/- **Grade Pay**: 4,200/- **E.Q.**: a) A consistently good academic record with First or high Second Class Bachelor Degree in Agriculture / Horticulture / Fishery Science/Agril. Engineering. b) Can speak local language fluently. **D. Q.**: At least 1 year experience of working in KVK or with similar field experience with farming community in village (to be supported by documentary evidence).

4. **Farm Manager / T4**: One (1) post (Reserved for SC). **Pay Band**: 9,300-34,800/- **Grade Pay**: 4,200/- **E.Q.**: a) A consistently good academic record with First or high Second Class Bachelor Degree in Agriculture / Horticulture. b) Can speak local language fluently. **D.Q.**: At least 1 year experience of working in KVK or with similar field experience with farming community in village (to be supported by documentary evidence).
5. **Assistant:** One (1) post (Reserved for ST). **Pay Band:** 9,300-34,800/- **Grade Pay:** 4,200/-

**E.Q.:** a) Bachelor’s Degree from a recognized university with working knowledge of Computer b) Can speak local language fluently

**D.Q.:** Certificate in computer application.

6. **Stenographer Grade III:** One (1) post (Reserved for ST). **Pay Band:** 5,200-20,200/-

**Grade Pay:** 2,400/-

**E.Q.:** a) Matriculation and Knowledge of Computer b) Certificate in Professional Efficiency (80 r.p.m. for 40 minutes in dictation) & typing and c) Can speak local language fluently

**Age Limit:** 45 years or below for the post sl no. 1 and 35 years or below for the posts sl. No. 2 to 6 as on 31.03.2016. Relaxation of upper age limits for SC/ST/OBC candidate is as per Government rules. Relaxation of upper age limit is upto 45 years for candidate from KVK system.

**Terms & Conditions of Service:**

a) The project and posts are purely temporary and the appointment shall be terminated on withdrawal of the post or scheme as the case may be by the ICAR. The appointing authority reserves the right to terminate employment by giving one month advance notice. As the appointments contractual in nature, renewals of appointments are dependent on the renewal of project/post by ICAR.

b) On Termination of the posts or project as the case may be the incumbent shall not be entitled to placement/absorption etc. in any other KVK or project run in the University or in the permanent establishment of the University.

c) Employees appointed against these posts shall not be entitled to employment/absorption/placement in BCKV or any KVK/Project run by BCKV.

d) Salary and other allowances are as per ICAR rules and shall be disbursed as and when fund is available under the KVK Project Head.

e) The employee shall not be entitled any death-cum-retirement benefit other than CPF, service conditions will be decided as per ICAR guideline of the ICAR from time to time.

f) Working candidates must apply through proper channel. They shall not be interviewed if they fail to produce no-object certificate.

g) No travelling allowance will be borne for the candidates attending interview.

h) The authority reserves the right not to fill up any or all the posts without assigning any reason whatsoever.

**How to apply:** The Application Form shall be down loaded from the University Website- www.bckv.edu.in and the duly filled in Application with Annexure should be submitted to the Director along with Bank Draft of Rs. 1000 for General / OBC and Rs. 250/- for SC/ST for posts no. 1 to 2 & Rs.75/-for post no.3 to 6 in favour of ‘BCKV’ drawn at State Bank of India, Kalyani Branch (IFS Code-SBIN0001082).

**Closing Date:** Receipt of completed application forms on or before 31st March, 2016

Sd-

Director of Extension Education

Dated: 29.02.2016